NOTICE.

Lost — A heart-shaped, hand-painted porcelain brooch. Finder please return to Alice M. Gunn.

Horticulture Club meets Wednesdays each evening. An interesting program of a practical nature is planned for each meeting. You are invited to be present.

Mr. Wm. O. Lee, President, Lee Manufacturing Company of Detroit, Michigan, will lecture to the upper classmen in the mechanical engineering course tomorrow at 3 o'clock on " Injectors." 

A SUN-CROWNED MAN.

[Address delivered at the banquet of the Detroit Alumni Association, Jan. 31, 1903.]

On an occasion such as this, an occasion fraught with joy and festivity, it would, under ordinary circumstances, be out of place to introduce the solemn trappings of death, the tears of the mourner, and the shadows of the grave. Yet to each and every one of us, the passing of Dr. Kedzie has been so much, such a powerful factor in determining the trends and the fortunes of our lives, that it would be strange indeed, when we are gathered to look back over a past in which his figure looms up so gigantic and so beneficent, if we could not pause for a moment in our joy and our sorrow to recall the dead and the better man in industry.

He showed how there was something to be grown on the lands of Michigan and the foreign lands, and that through his efforts, inaugurator of a quarantine at New Orleans, he was the first to introduce a new idea into the world, and when Asiatic cholera appeared at the port of New York, he was called upon because of his association with this question to say, "Thus far shalt thou come and no farther." Dr. Kedzie has been an integral part of our life all over the world in studying and investigating sanitary problems from a medical standpoint, said that he had seen M. A. C. men all over the world, and he never yet had seen one that didn't have a good position.

He said that M. A. C. was the first in the State to teach sanitary science and separate the things which were detrimental to health from things that were healthy; and that the health and happiness depended.

Lincoln Avery, one of the oldest alumni of M. A. C., spoke in his opening remarks that M. A. C. was organized at the time when the educational world began to change from the classical to the practical standard and that M. A. C. was organized, the practical standard and had made it more effective than any other institution.

The next speaker, Kenyon B. Cook, addressed the M. A. C. Loyalty, brought out some interesting facts as to why M. A. C. stood as our loyal. Dr. Hal. C. Wyman, one of the oldest students and one who has traveled all over the world in studying and investigating sanitary problems from a medical standpoint, said that he had seen M. A. C. men all over the world, and he never yet had seen one that didn't have a good position.

He said that M. A. C. was the first in the State to teach sanitary science and separate the things which were detrimental to health from things that were healthy; and that the health and happiness depended.

Miss Marian Weed, secretary of the Grand Rapids Association, gave a toast, "Sister Associations." Judge Carpenter said that it was not what we had learned at A. H., but from those true experiences, those true associations, the habits, the character, that made us men after leaving college.

President Snyder spoke at some length on the change M. A. C. is undergoing due to the increase of numbers. Professor Well cited instances proving that the mechanical alumni of M. A. C. were fast gaining the great honors of the season. Lincoln Avery, of Port Huron, said that one of the important lessons he had learned at A. H., was the lesson that he had learned that the man who can learn to appreciate a day's work and then learn to appreciate a day's work, that he can learn to appreciate a day's work, and that the success of M. A. C. graduates depends on this lesson of industry.
A SUN-CROWNED MAN.

(Continued from page one)

found and carried through on the basis of dollars and cents merely—
that which teaches us, teaching, expanding mind to ask of each sub-
ject contributory to rounded train-
ing. How many dollars will this be worth to me three years from now?" This is the great danger that constantly threatens all schools recognizing the utilitarian criterion in education. It is the danger against which we must all unitedly stand in a row the eight younger
foul odors or questionable company. Would take to the Grecian bend if
no quarrels with anyone. Next
honest, hard-working fellows, who
mind their own business and want
which the bland, harmless, syrupy
rings that not all even of those who
had taught him, so he teaches
masters had taught him; and as they
response to others' good which his
tion to others' good which his
career so convincingly demonstrates.

And yet, he says, "shake hands at once and forever
of gold pensj we might say that the
quick and exposed all the weak-
ical, and frequently it was like the
of the sunshiny gold and glories that which a moment
before was led and somber.

Speaking of the discovery and
uses of various metals he says:
"From the use of platinum in tele-
ography and of iodium on the points of
gold pens, we might say that the
platinum group of metals is especially
related to the progress of letters."

"But," he adds, "the quinine that
in a row the three brothers carbon-
glycerine is changed into nitro-
classified that not all even of those who
had taught him, so he teaches
masters had taught him, so he teaches
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A special exclusive for the College and College-
ville. Be sure and get one of our circulars.

A. M. DONESREUX.
Mrs. Jenison, who has been ill for some time, is still in a serious condition.

Two experiment station bulletins by Prof. Pettit have been sent to the printer.

J. A. Dunford, '02, of Detroit, attended the Columbian party Saturday evening.

Mr. Lyman Carrier, '03, is officially testing some of the Holstein cows in the College herd.

Mr. Brooson Barlow is receiving a visit from his sister, who is on her way to Brazil as a missionary.

Six Berkshire pigs purchased of Ottman & Bliss, Riley, Mich., have been added to the College swine herd.

Mr. and Mrs. Gunson were at Coral.

E. E. Baldwin, in school last year, is treasurer of the anti-saloon league of Montcalm county. His home is at Coral.

Saturday evening the Olympics entertained their lady friends at an eleven o'clock party. Mr. Patrient entertained their lady friends at an evening the foremost sessions and do research work in the afternoons.

The Special Course Students of the Live Stock and General Farming Course, class of 1903, are taught during the forenoon sessions. Some of the varieties are: The timber, sugar, lodge pole, Georgia, bull, Norway and white pine.

Canvas Cots at 95c. Woven Wire Cots at $1.50. Woven Wire Springs at $1.50, $2.00, and $2.50. Mattresses at $2.00, $2.50, and $3.00. Tables at $1.50 and $1.55. Chairs at 50c up.

All goods delivered to your room free.

M. J. & B. M. Buck.
At 2:30 Saturday afternoon the girls' basketball team played the first teachers' team of the Michigan School for the Deaf at Flint. In many ways our girls outclassed the Flint teachers, but a strange floor and the distraction of the audience made the game a close one in a score of just 26 to 25, in favor of the teachers. The Mason Baker andصراع Township star for M. A. C. The guards did good work but were handicapped by the referee who almost denied them the ball to Flint on close decisions.

The score at the end of the first half was 16 to 16 for M. A. C. Considering the circumstances, the final score was quite satisfactory. The game as arranged for was to be with the students of the M. S. D. Upon arriving at Flint it was found that the posters announced "A M. A. C. vs. M. S. D. teachers." The reason for the change could not be discovered.

Mr. Hubach, who has been coach- ing the team, believes that the work done in Saturday's game promises for future success.

The co-eds were most pleasantly entertained and express themselves as having had an excellent time.

The Concert.

It falls to our lot to speak of the Hula-Park Ladies' Quintette Inter- pretive Concert Co. The company is composed of: Mrs. Adolph Hahn, violin soloist; Anna D'Amato, piano; Ada Cakewalk, alto; Nina Dale Parkes, violist; Caroline Dale Parkes, pianist; Mary Hahn, tenor. And though it takes some time to comprehend their names we can say that the program offered, which included representative selections, taken in rag-time and Wagners.

The seats for Friday evening's entertainment faced the east end of the auditorium, which is a new seating arrangement. Miss Caroline Dale Parkes, before giving some of the selection, namely told how to appreciate them.

Association Notes.

The world today demands fighting young men. The fellow who allows himself to drift with the tide of the careless unhopeful mass can never expect to make a mark in this world, much less rise to a position of power and influence.

In every age when some great work, requiring zeal, courage, strength of soul, was to be done, the young men have always been called upon to fill the ranks of the front line and they have always been quick in response, even to the facing of death.

In this called Christian land of ours there are tremendous evils eating into the very core of our re-